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Since every hypercode is finite, one may ask for the significance of the property 
that a language L admits a uniform upper bound on the size of hypercodes included 
in L. Such a language L is called h-bounded. We prove that a rational language L
is h-bounded iff it is thin iff it is semi-diserete, i.e., L contains at most k words of 
any given length for some fixed k C N. Moreover, a representation of these 
languages by regular expressions i established. Concerning the general case, some 
properties of the syntactic monoid Synt(L) of an h-bounded (semi-discrete) 
language are derived. If L is not disjunctive, then Synt(L) contains a zero element: 
Every subgroup of Synt(L) is a finite cyclic group. The idempotents of 
Synt(L)\{0, 1} form an antichain with respect o the usual partial order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Within the general framework of studying algebraically defined classes of 
formal languages we investigate a notion that arises from the compatible 
closure of J - -order in a monoid M. We might call this pre-order elation 
u<~ v<:>u=a I . . .an  and v=boa lb  1 . . .a, ,b, ,  
for some a I ..... an, b0, bl ..... b, C M 
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division order, because it reduces to Green's relations in the commutative 
case and especially is a generalization of the lattice of divisors for (N, .). If 
M is free, ~< is usually called embedding order. For a subset L c M it is 
natural to ask whether L is a chain with respect o division order or, more 
generally, L admits an upper bound to the number of incomparable elements 
contained in L. If K c_ Z + for some (finite) alphabet Z and no two elements 
of H are comparable with respect o embedding order, i.e., H is an antichain 
with respect o this order, then H is called a hypercode (Shyr, 1979; Shyr 
and Thierrin, 1974). 
A language L is said to be 
(i) h-bounded, if every hypercode included in L has cardinality less 
than a fixed upper bound k E N, 
(ii) semi-discrete, if L contains at most k words of any given length 
for some uniform upper bound k C N. (If k = i, then L is called discrete 
(Reis and Shyr, 1978).) 
There are especially two interesting examples of h-bounded languages: one is 
the class of thin languages that are languages of the form 
U xiu*y i for some x i, u i, Yi C X* and n C %1 
i=1 
(Perrot and Sakarovitch, 1979). The other is the class of DOL-languages 
(Head and Thierrin, 1980). 
The purpose of this paper is to study some properties of h-bounded and 
semi-discrete languages. Since the set Z" of all words of length n is a 
hypercode, every h-bounded language is semi-discrete. 
In Section 3 we show that a rational language is h-bounded iff it is semi- 
discrete iff it is thin. Even if it is not possible to characterize the h-bounded 
languages by their syntactic monoid, some interesting properties of these 
monoids can be established, and this is done in the last section of this paper. 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: IN 0 is the set of non- 
negative integers and %/= %/0\{0}. Given an alphabet X, the length of a word 
w C X* is denoted by I wl, and the empty word is denoted by 1. For general 
reference, see, e.g., Harrison (1978) and Lallement (1979). 
2. PRIMITIVE WORDS AND H-BoUNDED LANGUAGES 
A very useful notion for dealing with h-bounded and semi-discrete 
languages is that of primitive words. This notion relies essentially on the 
following lemma which states that commuting within the free semigroup Z + 
is only possible in a trivial manner. 
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BASIC LEMMA 2.1 (Lyndon and Schfitzenberger, 1962). I f  uv = vu fo r  
u, v 6 22+, then there exist an f6  22 + such that u = f~ and v =f ro  fo r  some 
n, m C IN. 
Since the proof of this lemma and the following proposition seems a bit 
complicated in standard textbooks (e.g., Harrison, 1978), we give a few lines 
of proof for the convenience of the reader. 
Proof  o f  the lemma by induction. By symmetry, we may suppose 
lul~<[vl. Since vu=uvCuX + and ]ul~<lvl, we have vEuS* ,  i.e., v=uv '  
for  some v' E X* .  Cancell ing u in 
UUU r ~- UV ~-~ UU ~- UV~U 
yields uv '=v 'u .  The case v '= 1 is trivial (then u=v=f) .  Otherwise 
induction provides an fE  22 + such that u =fn ,  v' =fm' .  NOW m = n + m' 
gives the desired result v = uv' =fn fm'  =f ro .  II 
Because any word fC22  + having a power f n which equals to a given 
word w E 22 + has to be a prefix of w, the following definition makes sense. 
DEFINITION. P r im(w)=the  least fEZ  + such that f "=w for some 
n C IN. A word w C 22+ is called primit ive if prim(w) = w, i.e., w is primitive 
iff it is not a power of any word fC  S* \ lw  }. 
The usefulness of this notion relies on the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Lyndon and Schfitzenberger, 1962). I f  u '=  v m and 
u, v are primit ive words, then u = v. 
Proof. We consider the case m, n >/2, because otherwise the statement is 
trivial. Furthermore, assume lu] ~< Ivl by symmetry. Clearly, if u" = v •, then 
vu is a prefix of vu" = v m+l and uv is a prefix of uv m = uu n = u"u = vmu.  
Since l uvl = ]vu] <<, Iv 2 ] ~ j v m 1, both uv and vu are prefixes of v m. Therefore 
uv = vu and we can apply the basic lemma. But u and v are primitive. So, 
u = f = v and the proof is complete. II 
As a corollary of 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the formulas 
uv = vu ~,  prim(u) = prim(v), (2.1) 
prim(u") = prim(u), (2.2a) 
u" = v m for some n, m C IN ~ prim(u) = prim(v). (2.2b) 
Now let us collect some basic facts about semi-discrete and h-bounded 
languages in order to get a feeling for these properties. In spite of the fact 
that each hypercode is finite (Higman, 1952), the property of admitting a 
uniform upper bound on the size of hypercodes i  very restrictive in general. 
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Basic Facts 2.3. (a) Every subset of an h-bounded (semi-discrete) 
language is h-bounded (semi-discrete). Therefore things become trivial, if 
]Z I = 1, which should be kept in mind when trying to use the bound on the 
size of hypercodes as complexity measure. Furthermore, the class of h- 
bounded (semi-discrete) languages i  closed under union and intersection, but 
not under complementation u less 1271 = 1. 
(b) For proofs, sometimes hypercodes of a given size have to be 
constructed. The most simple hypercodes you can employ are Z n 
(because ~ ]~,,x~:,, reduces to equality) and subsets thereof, like 27~ ~ a 'b*  or 
ZnCha*ba * for some letters a, bE27. As an application we see that all 
commutative h-bounded languages are subsets of a language 
FU U a*, 
crEW2 
where F is a finite set. Furthermore, if L is an h-bounded language with 
bound k, then L contains at most k words of any given length. Thus h- 
bounded languages are semi-discrete, but the converse is not true, as may be 
seen by Example 2.4. 
(c) The embedding order relation is compatible with concatenation 
and cancellation. Therefore 
H is a hypercode <=> xHy is a hypercode 
for every subset H_~ 27+ and x, y ~ 22*. As a consequence, if L is h-bounded, 
so is x- lLy  -~. This property holds for semi-discrete languages as well, 
trivially. 
(d) Embedding order is preserved under homomorphisms. Therefore, if 
L is an h-bounded language with bound k and a :27*~F*  is a 
homomorphism, then La  is h-bounded with bound k, because the pre-image 
Ha ~¢hL of any hypercode candidate H~Lct  contains comparable 
elements as soon as ]H I > k. More exactly, these comparable lements can 
be found in different components ua -~, va - '  of Hct- lChL for u, v EH.  
However, the class of semi-discrete languages is not closed under 
homomorphisms (Example 2.4). Moreover, it should be noted that neither the 
class of h-bounded nor the class of semi-discrete languages is closed under 
inverse homomorphisms because of 2.3.a. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. The following language is not h-bounded but contains at 
most one word of any given length: Let 27= {a,b} and F=ZU {c}. For 
wC27 + define u27 +~N by 
t(w) = the binary number epresented by w when the letters 
a, b are interpreted as digits 0, 1, respectively, 
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and consider the language L = {e~(W)wl ~ b22"}. 
[LNF"[~< 1, we show, for w, w' EbS,*,  
le"W')w'l > le"W)wl .~ ~(w') > z(w). 
In order to prove 
For Iw'] = ]w] this equivalence is obvious. Concerning the general case, note 
2 Iw l - l+ lw l ) le~w)w] )2  I~'1 '+]w] .  
Thus we obtain an induction argument for ]w ' ]= ]w t + 1 by 
le"W')w'l >/2 Iwl + Iwl + 1 > le"")wl. 
Although L is semi-discrete, it contains hypercodes of arbitrary size: No two 
words of the sublanguage 
L N e*bX k for some fixed k E N 
are comparable with respect o embedding order because of 2.3.b and the 
following remark about cancellation, 
u <~ xv and u ~ xF* for some x C F ~ u ~< v, 
which should be applied to u = bw and xv = e'~bw '. Now consider the 
canonical homomorphism ~,:F*~22",  which erases the letter e. Since 
q~(L)=b22* is not semi-discrete, we see that homomorphisms do not 
preserve semi-discreteness in general. 
PROPOSmON 2.5. (Concatenation of languages). Let 122 1 >>, 2 and L, A, 
B ~ 22* be any languages ~ 0.  
a. I f  L is finite, then AL  is h-bounded (semi-discrete)for every h- 
bounded (semi-discrete) language A. Indeed, if A is h-bounded with bound k, 
then AL  and LA are h-bounded with bound k .  ILl. 
b. On the other hand, there is an h-bounded language A such that AL  
is not even semi-discrete for  every infinite language L. 
c. I f  A • B is h-bounded (semi-discrete), then both A and B are h- 
bounded (semi-discrete). 
The proof is just an exercise: Concerning (a), consider AL = Uw~lAw and 
apply 2.3.c. For (b) choose different letters a, b C X and take A =a 'b ,  
which is a chain with respect o embedding order. In order to find a subset 
H ~AL consisting of n words of equal length for any infinite language L, 
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and any given n, consider a sequence w] ..... w, of words ~ L with strictly 
increasing lengths, i.e., ]Wl] <]wz] < -.. <]w, I ,  and put 
H= {alW.l-lW'Jbwil 1 <~ i<<. n}. 
Finally, to prove (c), assume, for example, B is not h-bounded and A 4: 0.  
By 2.3.c the language uB is not h-bounded for any u EA .  But uB ~AB.  
Therefore AB cannot be h bounded, i 
In order to investigate the class of rational h-bounded languages, we 
consider some special cases of concatenation of h-bounded languages more 
closely. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let u, vE2;  +. Then u+v + is h-bounded (as well as 
semi-discrete), if and only if prim(u) = prim(v). 
Proof Clearly, if prim(u) = prim(v), then u +v + c (prim(u)) + which is 
h-bounded trivially and there is nothing to prove by 2.3.a. Now assume 
prim(u) 4= prim(v). Consider the powers ff = u IvJ and ~= v I"l. Both ff and z7 
have the same length [u I • Iv I, but they are different by (2.2b). Therefore 
construction 2.3.b yields a subset 
H= {ff]6 " - l ,  t226 "-2 ..... ~,~n-- lff, ~?t} 
of any given size n C ~1: H consists of n different words E t2 + lY + _~ u +v + of 
length n • l ul • I v]. As a corollary, all semi-discrete languages ~ u +v + are h- 
bounded. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Every subsemigroup of a semi-discrete language L is 
contained in a cyclic subsemigroup of X*. 
Proof Let S be a subsemigroup of a semi-discrete language L ~ S*.  
Since S contains u+v + for any u,v E S and u+v + is a semi-discrete by 
2.3.a, Proposition 2.6 says that all elements of SC72; + have the same 
primitive word. 
COROLLARY 2.8. For any language L ~ 2;* the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(1) L + is h-bounded, 
(2) L + is semi-discrete, 
(3) L + ~_w* forsome w~2;* .  
Proof Any language included in w* is a chain with respect to 
embedding order. If, conversely, L ÷ is h-bounded or semi-discrete, we can 
apply 2.7, noting that L ÷ is a semigroup, i 
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In order to deal with languages of the form u +yv +, we have to generalize 
Proposit ion 2.6. For this purpose we use the following 
Notat ion.  For  w = al a 2 ... a ,  C Z" define cyc(w) = a 2 a 3 ... a~ a 1 . Note 
that cyc I wl (w) = w and cyc(w k) = (cyc(w)) k. Therefore, if w is primitive, then 
cyC(w)  is primitive for all r C N. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. 
semi-discrete i f  and  only i f  
yS*  ~ pr im(u) + 4: 
and 
prim(v) = cyc lyl (prim(u)). 
Let  u, y, v C S +. Then u + yv  + is h -bounded as wel l  as 
(+) 
(++) 
Proof.  "~" .  Let p r im(u)= e = e I ... e, ~ z~ n. Since y is a prefix of a 
power of e, we have y = eqel . . .  e r for some q, r ~ N 0, where r < n. By (++) ,  
we know pr im(v) = cyclYl(e) = cycr(e) = er+ 1 -.. e ,e  1 ... er. Thus, if u = e m 
and v = prim(v)k = er+ 1 ...  e,  ek - le l  . . .  e~, we may write 
u + yv  + = (em) + eqel . . .  er(er+ 1 -.. e, ek -  lel . . .  e~) + 
= (em)+eq(ek)+el  .. .  e~, 
which is clearly h-bounded. 
"~" .  Now let u+yv + be semi-discrete. We claim that 
uny = yv  m for some n, m ~ IN. (A) 
Proof of (A): Assume u"y 4= yV m for all n, m ~ N. Then, similarly to the 
proof of 2.6, for any given m E N, the subset 
H= {um'tvlyv lul, u(m-1)'lVlyv2"lul,..., ulVljv m'lul } Q u +yv + 
is of order m and all words of H have length (m + 1).  l ul. I vl +IYl. 
Therefore u+yv + cannot be semi-discrete. 
Now let e = pr im(u) and f - -  prim(v). By (A) we have e"y = yfm for some 
n, m E IN. Not ing ek'"y  = yfk.m we see that y is a prefix of e k'" for some 
k~ IN, i.e., (+). Thus, by inspection of e"y = eneqel .. .  e r = yfn ,  where 
el ... e r is a prefix of e, it follows that 
fm ---- cyclYl (e n) 
= (cyc lyl (e))". 
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Therefore 
prim(v) = pr im(f  m) by (2.2a), 
= cyclYl(e) by (2.2a) and the above remark, 
= cyclYl(prim(u)). II 
3. RATIONAL LANGUAGES 
We want to describe the class of semi-discrete rational languages by 
regular expressions. Of course we shall exploit Proposition2.9 and 
Corollary 2.8. For this purpose the following consequence of Bezout's 
identity will be useful. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let r~ ..... r n C N and d = gcd(r 1 ..... rn). Then there exists an 
integer k o ~ N such that for  all k >~ k o the number k • d is representable as 
kd=pl r l  + ... + pnrn, 
where Pl ,-.., Pn C N. 
Proof The integer k0 may be chosen as 
,+  
k o=r , . z . . ,  r ; .  max ([Pil), 
l< i<n i=1 
where r [=r Jd ,  d=gcd( r  I ..... rn) and the pi's are a solution of 
~,n  r t = i=l/~i i 1. II 
TnEOnEM 3.2. The class of  semi-discrete rational languages over an 
alphabet consists of  all languages of  the form 
FU U XiU+Yi, (*) 
i=1 
where F is finite, x i, Yi ~ S*  and ui C X + for  i = 1 ..... n. Hence a rational 
language is semi-discrete iff it is h-bounded iff it is thin. 
Proof. First note that languages of the form (,)  are semi-discrete, 
because each component x~u~y i is semi-discrete. For the interesting part of 
the proof we use Kleene's theorem and proceed by induction on the length of 
regular expressions. 
By Kleene's theorem any rational language-S* ,  and especially any 
semidiscrete one, can be obtained from languages of the form (,)  by iterated 
643/51/2 7
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application of the opertions U, ", +. Furthermore, each of these operations is 
monotone with respect o semi-discreteness, i.e., 
A U B, A • B, A + semi-discrete =~ both A and B are semi-discrete 
by 2.3.a and 2.3.c. Thus it will be sufficient to prove that the class of 
languages of the form ( , )  is closed under the operations U, ", +, provided 
the resulting language is semi-discrete (because any language defined by a 
subexpression of a regular expression describing a semi-discrete language is 
semi-discrete). 
Trivially the class of languages of form ( , )  is closed under union. 
Concerning concatenation take languages A, B of form (*) and consider 
A • B. In the case AB is not semi-discrete there is nothing to prove. Therefore 
expanding the expression for A .  B by distributivity we may assume 
A = xu+y and B = y'v+z because of 2.3.a. Moreover, suppose x = z = 1 by 
2.3.c, because the general case is an immediate consequence thereof. Then 
AB=u+(yv ' )v  + and we can apply Proposition2.9. Since AB is semi- 
discrete, we have 
AB = prim(u)q(prim(u) ~') + (prim(u) r2) + w 
and q, r l ,  r z E N and w is a prefix of prim(u) (compare with the first 
part of the proof of 2.9). Using Lemma3.1 we can evaluate 
(prim(u)r,) + (prim(u)~2) += prim(u)Nr~ +N~2 to be expressible as 
F' U prim(u)k°(prim(u)gCd~r"r2)) +, where F '  is finite and k 0 @ N 0. 
Now it is obvious that AB can be written in the form (*). 
Finally, we have to consider the language A ÷ presupposed it is semi- 
discrete, for some 
A= {Vl ..... vmI U 0 x,u?y,. 
i=1 
By Corollary 2.8 we know that A ÷ _ f *  for some f E L'*, because A ÷ is 
semi-discrete. Clearly we may chose f to be a primitive word. The only 
trouble is that the generating system A of A + is not finite in general. But let 
us start with a representation of the first members of A as powers o f f :  
v i=f r t  for i= l  ..... m, 
x iu iY i=f~ for i= l  ..... n, 
xiu~y i ~- f  ti for i=  1 ..... n. 
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Looking for a representation of u~ we claim: 
u i = cyclX~l( f  t~-s~) for i----- 1 ..... n. (c) 
For the moment let us take (C) for granted and see how it works. 
Let f=e  le 2. . .e ly IEZ  III and Ix i l=q . l f l+r ,  where q, rE [N  O 
r < Ifl. Then, by (C), u i = cycl*~l ( f  t~-si) = cycr ( f t r s  0 and for k C N 
and 
u~ = (cycr  ( f t ' -  " ) ) k = cycr  ( fk ( t ' -  sO ). 
By calculating 
x iu~Y i= fqe l  "" er" er+, "" e l f J (k - "  " ' - sO- le l  "" er" er+ l "'" emf  s i - ° - I  
Xi l l k -  l ll i Y i  
-~ f s i+  (k -  l)(ti--S i) 
we find x i u+yi = fs i+ No(t,- s,) c f~  gca(s,,t,-s,) g fNd ,  where 
d = gcd(q ..... r m, s 1 , . . . ,  St/, t I -- S 1 .... , tt/-- St/) 
= gcd(q ..... rm, sl ..... st/, t I ..... t,). 
Therefore A + c__ fN°d=( fd )  *. On the other hand, by Lemma3.1,  every 
multiple k .  d ~> ko d for some fixed ko ~ N is representable as 
kd= p l r l  + . . .  + Pmrm + Pm+lS l  + ""  + Pm+nSn -+- pm+n+l(t l  --  Sl) 
+ .. .  + Pm+2n(tn -- Sn) 
= p~ r~ + .. .  -e Pmrm -Jr- (Pm+ l --  1) S 1 q- Pro+n+ l(tt -- S,) + S~ 
+ (Pro+,--  1)S, + Pm+E,(t,-- S,) + S,, 
where Pl . . . . .  Pm+2n ~ N, i.e., 
n 
f kd  _ vp 1 VPmm H * Pm+i 1 . Pm+n+i + . . . . .  (X, UiY,) (XiU, 'yi). 
f s i  fsi+Pm+n+,(ti--si) 
Thus A + = F '  U fk°d( fa )  + for some finite set F ' _  Z*, as desired. 
The proof of the theorem will be complete if we show that xuy  = fs  and 
xuZy=f  t implies u = cyclXl(f t-s) (Claim C). 
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But this statement is immediate by inspection if we write down the 
following sequence off 's ,  
xuy  = fs  = e l  . . .  e l f l  e l  . . .  e l f l  . . .  e l  . . .  e l f l  , 
f f s times f 
where f=e  I ... els I E S ist, because u is a segment of length I f t l -  I f ' l  = 
( t -  s) • If l  = I f ' -S l  of this sequence which is starting exactly Ixl letters from 
the beginning. II 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let L be a semi-discrete rational language. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) L is aperiodic. 
(b) L is locally testable. 
(c) The words u 1 ..... u, in the decomposition 
L=FU U xiu+yi, F finite, 
i=I 
are primitive words. 
Proof Straightforward. II 
Finally, by means of Theorem 3.2, it is not difficult to characterize the 
semi-discrete rational anguages by the accepting finite automata. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. A rational language L ~ 27" is semi-discrete if and 
only if it has an accepting deterministic automaton d = (Z, S, 3, q0, Ss) such 
that: 
(i) Every successful path (considered as a graph) 
qo ~ q~ ~ "'" ~ q, E S s has at most one cycle. 
(ii) For every q C S the language Lq accepted by (27, S, 3, q, Iqt) is of 
the form Lq = u*, where u E S*. | 
4. SYNTACTIC MONOIDS 
For a language L ~ S* we denote the syntactic monoid of L by Synt(L) 
and the syntactic homomorphism 27"~ Synt(L) by ~L. Many interesting 
classes of languages can be characterized by properties of (Synt(L), L~,L), 
i.e., the syntactic monoid with distinguished subset (cf. Sakarovitch, 1979; 
Kunze, 1978), or even better, by their syntactic monoids Synt(L) without 
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any further conditions. Since neither the class of semi-discrete languages nor 
the class of h-bounded languages is closed under inverse homomorphism 
(and Synt(LO-~), (L0 -1) ~'L~-~) ~ (Synt(L), L~UL) for surjective 
homomorphisms 4 :F*~27") ,  we cannot expect such a situation for these 
classes of languages. Nevertheless, syntactic monoids of semi-discrete 
languages have some nice properties worthwhile to be mentioned. 
Given a language L c 27* let W L = {w E Z* I uwv ~ L for all u, v E 2;*}, 
the residue of L. Obviously either W L = 0,  in which case L is called dense, 
or W L is a class of the syntactic congruence and W L ~'L = 0 ~ L~' L . 
Basic fact 4.1. All classes Ave W L of the syntactic ongruence of a semi- 
discrete language L are semi-discrete. 
Proof For w E A :/: W L there exists u, v ~ 27* such that uwv C L. Since 
A is a class of the syntactic congruence, we have uAv c L. Thus uAv and A 
are semi-discrete, if L is semi-discrete, by 2.3. | 
As a corollary we see that rational semi-discrete languages cannot be 
dense for ISI/> 2, because in this case the non-semi-discrete language Z* is 
the finite union of the classes of the syntactic ongruence. But even stronger: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. I f  L is a dense semi-discrete language, then L is 
disjunctive. 
Proof Suppose L _c 2?* is dense, but not disjunctive. By Reis and Shyr 
(1978), there exists a class A of the syntactic congruence such that 
lu, vt~_A, u:~v, lul=lvl .  Given any k, the k+ 1 words 
uiv k-i, i = 0, 1, 2 ..... k, 
have the same length k .  l ul and are contained in the congruence class Ak 
Since L is dense, we can find x, y E 27* such that {xuivk-iy I 0 <~ i <~ k} ~_ L. 
Thus L cannot be semi-discrete. | 
COROLLARY 4.3. I l L  is semi-discrete and not disjunctive, then Synt(L) 
contains a zero element. | 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let 2 ;= {a, b} and consider the concatenation 
wn=un, 1.., un,2, ' of all words C2;  n for given n in lexicographic order 
un, t < ... < un,2,. The language L = {wn I n E N0} is a chain with respect o 
embedding order, because u,+ ~,2i-lun+ 1,2i = Un,iaun,i b and thus w n ~< w n +~ 
with respect o embedding order. Obviously L is dense. 
THEOREM 4.5. Every subgroup of the syntactic monoid of a semi-discrete 
language is cyclic, and moreover, finite. 
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Proof  Let L _c 2;* be a semi-discrete language and 
~'L : 27* ~ S = Synt(L) the syntactic homomorphism of L. Given any 
subgroup G _~ S consider its identity element e, which is an idempotent and 
G ~_ eSe. Assume e 4: 0, because otherwise G = {e} and there is nothing to 
prove. Then the language A = eqt~- 1 is 4: W L and hence semi-discrete by 4.1. 
Moreover, A = A +, because A q/z is idempotent, and therefore 
A=A+ ~w * 
for some w C 27* by 2.8. Choose w to be a primitive word and define 
f=  w~'L. 
We want to prove GI/tL 1 ~ W*, i.e., given any u E 27 + such that uqJ t E G 
we have to prove prim(u) -- w. Since G is a group with identity e, there exists 
v E S*  such that 
(uv) qt L = U~L " Vqtt = e, 
(vu) qJL = v~L • u~L = e, 
and thus uv, vu E A ~_ w*.  Therefore uv = vu, because uv, vu have the same 
length. If v = 1, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise pr im(u)= prim(v) by 
(2.1) and hence uv E w+~ (prim(u)) +. Noting that w is primitive, (2.2b) 
yields pr im(u)= w as desired. 
Now we know that G is contained in (w*) qt L = {f" In E [No} and this G 
is a finite cyclic group as any subgroup of a cyclic semigroup. II 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let  S be the syntactic monoid o f  a semi-discrete 
language L ~_ 27*. Then fo r  all idempotents e, f E S \ I  1 }, 
e =f  or e .  f = O. 
P roo f  Consider the languages A = e~,~ -I and B =f~,L-1. Since e, f are 
idempotents 4: 1, we have A, B4:  tl} and A =A +, B=B +. I rA  = W L or 
B = W L then e = 0 or f = 0 and there is nothing to prove. Therefore assume 
A,B  4= WL. Hence A and B are semi-discrete by 4.1, and 2.8 implies A _c u* 
and B ~_ v* for some u, v C £7*, where u, v may be chosen to be primitive. 
Let g = e • f and C = g~,~- ~. Assume ef  = g 4 = O. Then C 4= W L and C is 
semi-discrete by 4.1. Let us take u n CA,  v m EB and calculate 
(u")+(vm) + ~_A + • B + =A • B c C, which is semi-discrete. Thus 
(u")+(vm) + is semi-discrete and we conclude u =pr im(u" )=pr im(vm)=v 
by 2.6. But then (u" )m=(vm)nEA+f~B+=ANB and hence A=B,  
because A, B are classes of an equivalence. Noting e=Aq/L=Bq/L= f 
completes the proof. | 
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